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Chair’s Message

The year is already halfway; time flies when you

are having fun. A lot of work has been done so far by

our volunteers for ASQ Reliability and Risk Division,

but mostly behind the screens: website updates,

preparing and looking for webinar speakers and

topics, optimizing the budget, creating content, etc.

But foremost a lot of the work and effort of the

Division is put on our conference the Reliability

Maintenance and Managing Risk conference that will

take place in August 2022. I saw some good abstracts

passing the reviews and I'm happy to see the amount

of interest in our conference.

One of the first versions of the program is already provided in this newsletter and I'm happy to see

known names and new names of presenters of whom I'm very interested to hear, meet and speak

with during the conference.

Don't forget there will be Pre- and Post- courses to our conference "Design and Analysis of

Accelerated Life Testing" by Rong Pan on Monday, "Weibull and Risk Analysis" by Trevor Craney on

Thursday and "Certified Reliability Engineer (CRE) Preparation" by Mohammad Pourgol-Mohammad

on Monday and Thursday. I can highly recommend each one of them.

And on the evening of the first conference day, there will be a social event introducing a mystery

guest.

Also keep checking out https://asqrrd.org/ for general ASQ RRD news

and https://asqrrd.org/rmmr_conference/ for the RMMR conference news.

And of course we are also present in the myASQ portal under the technical

communities https://my.asq.org/communities/home/182

Regards, Tim Gaens

Tim Gaens

Chair, ASQ Reliability & Risk Division
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Webinars and Webinar info 

Upcoming ASQ RRD Webinars

Special conference Webinar
Thursday, Jun 30, 2022 12:00 PM – 1:00 PM (UTC-04:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)
Presenter: David Auda, RMMR Conference General Chair
https://asqrrd.org/asq-rrd-webinar-rmmr-conference-preview/
or
https://my.asq.org/communities/blogpost/view/182/165/3210

ASQ RRD Series Webinar: Communicating With FINESSE: Getting Your Boss’s Boss To Understand
Thursday, Jul 14, 2022 12:00 PM – 1:00 PM (UTC-04:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)
Presenter: JD Solomon
https://asqrrd.org/asq-rrd-series-webinar-communicating-with-finesse-getting-your-bosss-boss-to-
understand/
or
https://my.asq.org/communities/blogpost/view/182/165/3153

ASQ RRD series webinar: Application of Data Analytics in Healthcare for Regulatory Compliance
Thursday, Aug 18, 2022 12:00 PM – 1:00 PM (UTC-04:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)
Presenter: Lisa M. Walters

https://asqrrd.org/asq-rrd-series-webinar-application-of-data-analytics-in-healthcare-for-regulatory-
compliance/
or
https://my.asq.org/communities/blogpost/view/182/165/3145

- Link with updated website
https://asqrrd.org/rmmr_conference/

Calling all Webinar Authors!!
Dave Auda (davidauda@yahoo.com)

We would like to extend an invitation on behalf of the ASQ Risk and Reliability Division 

(ASQRRD). If you would be interested in being a presenter of an ASQRRD webinar, contact Dave 

Auda. Webinars run every 2nd Thursday of the month at noon EDT for 1 hour,. The content should 

be something that the attendees can use, Reliability-related knowledge and/or skill. 

Why present? A large potential audience that we invite, an additional entry to your resume 

demonstrating competence, refine your skills, AND earn recertification points. 

If you have need of support in developing, preparing and/or presenting at such an event, we can 

support. Become a recognized subject matter expert! 

https://asqrrd.org/asq-rrd-webinar-rmmr-conference-preview/
https://my.asq.org/communities/blogpost/view/182/165/3210
https://asqrrd.org/asq-rrd-series-webinar-communicating-with-finesse-getting-your-bosss-boss-to-understand/
https://my.asq.org/communities/blogpost/view/182/165/3153
https://asqrrd.org/asq-rrd-series-webinar-application-of-data-analytics-in-healthcare-for-regulatory-compliance/
https://my.asq.org/communities/blogpost/view/182/165/3145
https://asqrrd.org/rmmr_conference/
mailto:davidauda@yahoo.com)


Reliability & Quality Software

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

• Integrated suite 

• Stand-alone tools 

• FMEA, FMECA 

• FRACAS, CAPA 

• Fault Tree 

• Reliability PredicCon 

• Reliability Block Diagram 

• RCM, Maintainability 

• Weibull 

• ALT 

• Browser-based 

• On-premise or cloud-based 

• Training and implementaCon 

• Knowledgeable tech support 

• Free, no install trial

Relyence® offers a complete solu2on for all your reliability and quality so8ware 
needs. Along with our so8ware tools, we offer top-notch technical support, 
implementa2on services, and training.  

The Relyence SoluCon. Providing seamless integra0on between FMEA (including 
Process Flow Diagrams and Control Plans), FRACAS, Fault Tree, Reliability 
Predic0on, RBD, RCM, Maintainability, Weibull, and ALT analyses, the Relyence 
tool suite empowers you to effec0vely manage your products throughout their 
lifecycle. You can use each module stand-alone, or combine the tools you need in 
our Relyence Studio integrated plaLorm. 

Power & InnovaCon. Relyence tools offer an impressive list of features. Just a few 
of the highlights include: customizable cross-module dashboards; user-interface 
customiza0on; flexible report genera0on; data impor0ng and expor0ng; API 
func0onality; device libraries; workflow, approvals, and no0fica0ons; user and 
group roles and permissions; and Relyence innova0ons such always-in-syncTM 
technology, smart-layout, Knowledge BanksTM for lessons learned reusability, 
FMEA-Fault Tree link-syncTM, and Intelligent Part MappingTM for device decoding. 

Flexibility & CollaboraCon. All Relyence tools can be accessed from any 
computer, PC, Mac, laptop, tablet, or smartphone for ul0mate flexibility and team 
collabora0on. You can use Relyence either as an on-premise installa0on on 
individual computers or a network, or as a zero-client, browser-based plaLorm 
with your data hosted in the MicrosoV cloud or in your own private cloud. The 
choice is yours! 

Rely on Excellence. In conjunc0on with our soVware tools, we provide world-class 
services to help ensure your success. Our Implementa0on and Training teams can 
get you up to speed quickly, and our Technical Support team consistently provides 
support that is unparalleled in the industry.

relyence.com · 724.832.1900
Relyence® is a registered trademark of Relyence Corpora6on. Other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respec6ve holders.

TRY FOR FREE

FMEA・FRACAS・Fault Tree・Reliability Prediction 
RBD・RCM・Maintainability・Weibull・ALT



 

2022 RELIABILITY, MAINTENANCE & MANAGING RISK CONFERENCE 
(RMMR 2022) 

August 2-3, 2022 | Marriott Hartford Downtown, Connecticut 
 

Tools to Use to Meet the 21st Century Challenges 
Reducing Risk and Optimizing Reliability 

 
 
We invite you to the 2nd Annual Reliability, Maintenance & Managing Risk Conference to be held on August 
2-3, 2022 (with pre- and post-conference courses to be offered Aug 1 & 4), in Hartford, CT. 
 
The RMMR 2022 is sponsored by the American Society for Quality, Reliability and Risk Division, and it is a 
forum for quality and reliability practitioners, asset and risk managers, statisticians, and academic researchers 
to share and learn from each other. 
 
The goal of this conference is to share practical tools and methods to meet the ever-growing challenges of the 
21st century. 
 
 
A note from the conference Chair: 

 

 
(David Auda) 

 

I would like to take this opportunity to invite/welcome you to the annual 
RMMR 2022 conference. It has been a couple of years of disruptions and as a 
result of those disruptions many things have changed. Most notably the 
transition from face to face meetings to remote meetings. It is a safe 
assumption that our work as Reliability practitioners has suffered as a result. 
Remote video conference calls and asynchronous email communications have 
their limitations. As we slowly emerge from these restrictive working 
conditions, we will need to discover what the new “normal” is. This will 
likely redefine some of our tools and methods to accommodate the change we 
are going through now and also with changes that are yet to come. The 
RMMR will provide the same level of expert presentations and technical 
content but even more importantly, it provides a needed opportunity to gather 
once again and share our experiences and learnings. In that respect, we, as a 
discipline, are not just recognizing the impact that these disruptions have had, 
but we take the challenge to advance our discipline despite of them. I look 
forward to meeting you at the conference and setting our new goals for 
success, both now and for the future. 

 
 

 
 
 
For more information, visit 
asqrrd.org/RMMR. 

 

 
 
 

 
 



RMMR Conference Floor Plan



Monday, August 1 

8:00 – 5:00 

Pre-Conference Courses 

• Design and Analysis of Accelerated Life Testing (Instructor: Rong Pan) 

• Certified Reliability Engineer (CRE) Preparation – part I (Instructor: Mohammad 
Pourgol-Mohammad) 

Tuesday, August 2 

8:30 – 10:00 
Conference Chair Welcome (David Auda) & Keynote Presentation (Doug 

Montgomery) 

10:00 – 10:30 BREAK 

10:30 – 12:00 

Reliability System Engineering 

• Graphical Analysis of Life Data in 
Business, Medicine, and Engineering 
(Wayne Nelson) 

• A Systemic Approach in Reducing 
False Alarms in Control Charts (Javad 
Seif) 

• Reliability based tolerancing design 
(Mindy Hotchkiss) 

Reliability Management 

• Reliability Models for New Product 
Development (Keyanna Qi) 

• 9 Steps to Reliability Transformation 
(Dan Conrad) 

• “I wish they had involved me earlier.”  
3 Ways for Reliability Engineers to 
Make a Bigger Impact on New Product 
Development (Diana Deeney) 

12:00 – 1:30 LUNCH 

1:30 – 2:30 

Root Cause Analysis 

• Dynamic Fracture Simulation of 
Glass using Meshless Method (Shinu 
Baby) 

• Case Study: RCCA Application with 
Future Provisions for Machine 
Learning and Diagnostics Techniques 
(Ethan Erlhoff) 

Reliaibility in Medical Devices 

• Setting and updating probabilities in 
medical device risk management (Dan 
O’Leary) 

• How to set the System Level Reliability 
Targets for medical products (Michelle 
Grasso) 
 

2:30 – 3:00 BREAK 

3:00 – 4:30 

System Risk 

• Risk Based Maintenance (El Saddik 
Elsallak) 

• Risk and Reliability Testing of the 
Integrated Public Alert and Warning 
System (Tom Roltsch) 

• EU-MDR PMS Signal Detection and 
Reporting (Dan O’Leary) 
 

FMEA 

• Reduce Risk with a Requirements 
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 
(Jaime Franqui) 

• Design FMEA: A Litigation Information 
Treasure Trove (Joseph Berk & Rob 
Ammons) 

• Quality, Risk & FMEAs (Marcia 
Weeden) 

5:00 – 7:00 EVENING SOCIAL 

 

RMMR Conference Schedule



RMMR Conference Schedule-cont.



ASQRRD 2022-2023 Leadership Team 



ASQRRD 2022-2023 Active Volunteers



June 2022

1.The logical expression for a fault tree is given by: 

Find the minimum cut sets.

A.

B. C. D. None of these

2. Two pumps operating in parallel supply secondary cooling water to a condenser. The cooling demand 

fluctuates, and it is known that  each pump is capable of supplying the cooling requirements 80% of the  time

in case the other fails. The  failure  probability  for  each  pump  is 0.12; the probability of both failing is 0.02. If there is 

a  pump malfunction, what is the probability that the cooling demand can still be met?    

A. 0.8  B. 0.12   C. 0.88  D.0.08    

3. Consider the discrete random variable defined by:

A. μ=23/36, σ2=1.31,  B. μ=55/36, σ2=55/36,   

C. μ=55/36, σ2=1.9715,  D.  μ=55/36, σ2=1.404

4. If the CDF for times to failure is                                    Find the failure rate as a function of time.

A. 2/(t+10) B. 0.002   C. (t+10)/.2  D.(t+10)2 /2   

5. A device has a constant failure rate of 0.7/year. What is the probability that the device will fail during the second year 

of operation?

A. .45  B. 0.2502  C.0.503  D. 0.602  

6. There is a contractual requirement to demonstrate with 90% confidence that a vehicle can achieve a 100-km mission 

with a reliability of 99%. The acceptance test is performed by running 10 vehicles over a 50,000- km test track. What is 

the contractual MTTF?

A. 5000 km  B. 9950 km   C. 8525 km  D.  1950

7. The one-month reliability on an indicator lamp is 0.95 with the failure rate specified as constant. What is the 

probability that more than two spare bulbs will be needed during the first year of operation? (Ignore replacement time.)

A. 0.1026  B. 0.0246   C. 0.6155  D. 0.127    

8. A part for a marine engine with a constant failure rate has an MTTF of two months. If two spare parts are carried, What
is the probability of surviving a six-month without losing the use of the engine as a result of part exhaustion?

A. 0.1026 B. 0.0246 C. 0.6155 D. 0.127

9. An engineer designs a system consisting of two subsystems in series. The reliabilities are R1 = 0.98 and R2 = 0.94. The

cost of the two subsystems is about equal. The engineer decides to add two redundant components. Which of the

following would it be better to do?

10. Find the variance in the time to failure, assuming a constant failure rate λ, for two units in active parallel.

A. 2/3λ B. 3/2λ C. 3/4λ2 D. 5/4 λ2

TECH SPOT: SAMPLE CRE QUESTIONS (Part 18)
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a Duplicating Subsystems in highlevel redundance

or

b Duplicating Subsystems in lowlevel redundance
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Instructions to receive RU's when watching 

recorded videos-1

Go to the website of ASQ Reliability and Risk Division https://asqrrd.org/

Go to the resource menu item and click on “Recorded Webinars”

https://asqrrd.org/
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Instructions to receive RU's when watching 

recorded videos-2

Open the page of the recorded webinar you like to watch.
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Instructions to receive RU's when watching 

recorded videos-3

Go to the video player and click play – video will start playing

At the end of the video a pop-up window will appear

Enter your email, name and ASQ member number (optional).

Click “Get your RU’s”

RU’s equivalent to the webinar length will be emailed to the email address you entered.

More videos are added monthly.
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